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About This Game

Scientists love a good mystery

The Moonstone Equation is a single player puzzle/platform game about science and curiosity presented in a modern pixel art
style. It's set in and around a remote hilltop research facility built specifically to investigate some mysterious inscriptions carved
into pieces of moon rock found buried within the hillside. The player guides our protagonist Alice as she arrives at the facility
and starts to live and work with the various scientists theorists and oddballs that already call this place home. The Moonstone

equation draws its design inspiration from games like Fez, Monument Valley, The Talos Principle and Ico. The Player is free to
explore and investigate a world full of puzzles as they like, discovering (and shaping) the narrative as they go. With very little
threat and no 'enemies'. It's the perfect game for those inquisitive people who enjoy a good puzzle and the time and space to

crack it.

Features

Hand-crafted modern pixel-art
The game is created using bespoke tools running within a custom engine designed to present a crisp high definition pixel-art

world using modern rendering technology.

Puzzles, lot of them
You'll find lots of things to solve. Some more obvious than others. Each created using nearly 20 years of game and puzzle

making experience

Persistent living world
The Moonstone Equation is a puzzle solving adventure within a world that changes and responds to when (and how often) you

choose to play. If it's night where you are, then it's night at the facility. This responsiveness also extends to the colourful
characters that populate the game world. Don't worry you don't have to get up at midnight just to solve bits of it, but you might

discover something interesting if you do.
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Duration: 12+ hours
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the moonstone equation steam. the moonstone equation

THAT ♥♥♥♥ING GAME DOESNT WORK BECAUSE THAT ♥♥♥♥ING NVIDIA♥♥♥♥♥♥THAT I INSTALLED 50
TIMES ALREADY DIDNT. Yea, sure why not.. Just waiting for Reassembly 2! :). I like this game.
It's simple, but has a style.
It's best to play at night. Because it's so relaxing and meditative game.. the game i thought would be good until it started first the
game screen is to small second not in english third cant figure out how to play ugh. The game is in alpha state right now but is
very enjoyable and enough polished . They add content from time to time but be patient as is a small studio. The devs are
friendly and clearly they love their little gem. Support the small companies , the price is small. Just like Rimworld, this game
promise to be a hidden gem in the future.. Why haven't you watched this yet? YOU PITIFUL SAIYAN.
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Very good fun, reminds me of point blank. The weapons are well modelled,the reload is basic,as in automatic reloading i just
wish this had co-op play as its a blast in single player.. When I first played this game, I didn't like it as much as the first, but I
realize now that i felt this way because of the choices I made in the game or at least the ones I felt I had to do to make my
girlfriend in game happy. However after replaying it so as to get the strategy types and seeing what else could happen I have
really grown to like this one a lot.

It took like like 8 play throughs to get the elimination badge (The game makes it out like it's an easy to thing to do when it's
actually not) and even though the game chided me every time I got eliminated, I now wear that badge proudly because it was a
♥♥♥♥♥ to get.

. This game is a really fun, really addictive RPG-ish rouge-ish twin stick shooter. If that sounds like your bag of nails, then this
is probably going to be something you'd enjoy.. The feeling of painting is close to spot on, it's very imersive and precise. Only
spraypainted acrylics, a case and rims in real life, but the feel is there. Paint reacts in ways to expect it to.

Haven't notice any of the performance dips or desyncs others been complaining about.

The medium spray can could be improve at low trigger pressure and the "lowest pressure can" needs to be a bit stronger overall.
Squatting to get lower, but would be nice to step on something to get a bit higher. Lefthanded option is also rather important.

The game is good overall; I can paint, save and load without a hazel. The only real annoyance was the delay/silence of the
release itself.. Pros:
->Really great graphics
->Effects
->Interesting levels
->Not bad gameplay
->Calm and relaxing soundtrack :3

Cons:
->Some bugs
->Annoying soundtrack
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